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Purpose                                 Evaluating a robotic system's overall manipulation accuracy and speed by 

measuring the minimal time it takes to successfully execute a manipulation 

sequence on a Rubik's cube. 

Task Description            In this evaluation, we propose six tiers for the experimenter to attempt: 

Rubiks-5, Rubiks-10, Rubiks-20, Rubiks-50, Rubiks-100, and Rubiks-200. 

The post-fixed number of each tier indicates the length of the manipulation 

sequence for a robot to attempt. The solution sequence is specified with 

standard Rubik’s cube notation. The following software is provided to 

ensure benchmark consistency across research groups, and to aid in 

validation of the achieved score: 

https://gitlab.cs.washington.edu/bolingy/rubiks-cube-benchmark 

Setup Description        List of objects and their descriptions: 

A standard 3 by 3 Rubik's cube of dimension 5.7 cm. Researchers can 

choose to use a table placed against a wall to decrease uncertainty or 

extend manipulability. 

Initial and target poses of the objects: 

The Rubik's cube should be placed on a flat platform. As long as the robot's 

manipulators are not making contact with the Rubik's cube, the Rubik's 

cube can be initialized in any configuration. 

Description of the manipulation environment: 

Place the Rubik's cube anywhere on the table that is within the robot's 

reachability. 

Robot/Hardware/Software/S

ubject Description 

Targeted robots/hardware/software: 

This protocol is designed to evaluate general purpose robots – any 

dedicated Rubik’s cube solving machine is not applicable. 

 

Initial state of the robot/hardware/subject with respect to the setup: 

As long as the robot's manipulators are not making contact with the Rubik's 

cube, the robot can be initialized in any configuration. 

Prior information provided to the robot: 

The initial pose of the Rubik's cube can be provided to the robot. 

Procedure 1. Experimenter specifies a tier to attempt and obtains the 

corresponding manipulation sequence from the provided program. 

2. Experimenter places cube on table. 

3. Robot picks up cube and begins to execute the generated set of 

turns. 

4. Experimenter records time elapsed. 

5. Robot terminates manipulation after executing the manipulation 

sequence. 

6. Experimenter validates that the final cube state is correct. 
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7. If the final cube state is correct, the system’s score is the time 

elapsed between the robot first making contact with the Rubik’s 

cube and the termination of manipulation. 

8. For each completed tier, the experimenter should report the 

corresponding speed score and a clear video recording of this 

score being attained. 

Execution Constraints Experimenter can repeat the evaluation process, and only needs to report 

the best recorded score. Any form of human intervention is not allowed 

once the robot has started the manipulation process. 

 


